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Abstract

This paper presents a possible method that computes the local implicit approximation as well as the exact implicitization for a given paramenically defined plane curve
and surface. The application of local implicit approximation to surface intersection
problem is also outlined.
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Abstract
This paper presents a possible method that computes the local
implicit appro:dmatlon as well as the e.'\:act implicitization for a give.n.
parametrically ci.efined plane cur....e and surface. The application of
local implicit a?proximation to su:'face intersection problem is also
outlined.

1

Introduction

A recurring operation in solid modeling is the e...-aluation of surface intersections {14]. If both surfaces are given parametrically, two major approaches

are subdivision, and substitution.
In the subdi....ision method [5,7,8,9,13], both surfaces are recursi....ely sub-

divided in the vicinit)'-" of their intersection. The subdivision results in an
adaptive piecewise linear approximation of both stufaces and their intersec-

tion. Among the advantages of the method we mention its robustness and
its potential for locating all intersection branches. A major drawback of
the subdivision method is the large volume of data it creates, which slows
it down in areas of high surface curvature.
In the substitution method [3,10,15], one of the surfaces, Sl is converted to implicit fann F, and the parametric fonn of S2 is substituted
1

into F resulting in an implicit algebraic curve f in the parameter space of
8 2 , This curve f is in birational correspondence with the intersection of
8 1 and 52 in xyz-space, thus serves as an accurate representation of the
intersection. Major difficulties of the substitution method limit its utility
in practice. There are two general methods for implicitizing a parametric
surface. The first method is based on Elimination Theory [16] and does
resultant computations. It is e:A'Pensive and generates extraneous factors
whose detection is a delicate problem. The second method for implicitization is based on Grabner Basis techniques [2]. It is also fairly expensive and
requires, moreover, rational coefficients in the description of 8 1 . Another
difficulty with the substitution method, less prominently pointed out but
well-known [12], is that the substitution itself can be numedcally unstable,
and is a nontrivial algorithmic task when ~esiring efficienc:r and accu..-acy.
Some authors have suggested the use of rational arithmetic ior this reason
[4], thus further adding to the computational load of the approach.
In ,;ew of these difficulties, we seek an alternative that, on the one
hand avoids generating a space intensive linear approximations, and, on
the other hand, side-steps e:\.'Pensive computations associated with implicitization and substitution into high-degree implicit forms.
In this paper, we explore the utility oflocally app:'O'"~ti~g para:o.etric
c~v-es and sffi:aces ~ith low-degree ir:r:l.plicit fo~. These a??:rm....:..,..,atio~
could be COI!.StI""o.lcted as part of a subdivision process: e.lthot:.gh some a.5peets of this remain to be investigated. Having constructed a local implicit
approxima.tion, a substitution of the parametric form of the other surface
could be done, or the ~ntersection could be evaluated from implicit forms

[1,6J.

'

Local explicit approximations to parametric curves and surfaces have
also been proposed in [11]. There, an approxima.tion of the form

is constructed, for surfaces and curves. Recurrence fonnulas were also derived for the coefficients of J. In our experience, a locally explicit function is less favorable than a local implicit approximation. In fact, while a
quadratic explicit approximation to a curve achieves second order contact
at the point at which it is constructed, a quadratic implicit approximation
achieves fifth order contact. For curves, the order of contact grows linearly
2

with the degree of the eA"Plicit approximation, \'r"hereas the implicit approximation has a quadratic growth in the order of contact. Thus, much lower
degree approximations suffice. Moreover, local explicit approximation in
general can only approximate curves or surfaces loca.lly no matter how high
the degree is v.'hile an local implicit approximation is capable of approximating curves or surfaces not only locally but also globally in the sense
that the radius of convergence increases when the degree of approximation
increases, and the exact implicitization can be finally derived when the degree of. approximation :is equal to the degree of the given parametric curve
or surface.

2

Preliminaries

'We denote a polynomial of degree n in u = [Xl, X2, ••• , Xk] by I n (u). Partial
deri . . -ati..es of 1 at"e written by subscripting, e.g. f:~ = 81/8x. The gradient
of f at the point u = [Xl,X2, ... ,Xk] is the vector \1f = (f~,I~l ... ,I:rk)'
whet"e the partials are evaluated at u.
A rational plane curve ret) can be given as the pair (x(t), Yet)), where
x( t) 2..!ld y( t) are rational iunetio~ of t. The curve points are all points
(=(t), yet)) Oil the plane. The cu...-ve is properly pc.rametenzed ii for all but
f.,.,;tel;>"!!l.2.!!.Y C'l.!..T"'\·e pci-.ts p we have p = (=(i), y( i)) with a u.::J.ique ",clue of t;
othe~..se! the pa..~"""ete=izationi5 £mproper and there is a rational nonlir:.ear
function sri) such thab(i) = x"(s(i)) and yet) = y"(s(t». ,Ye assume here
that all curves specified parametrically are properly parameterized and note
that a properly parameterized curve is always irreducible. For methods to
detect improper para~eterization, see Sederberg [17].
The degree of a rational parametric curve is the highest degree of the
enumerator or the denominator polynomial, assuming both x( t) and y( t)
have been written with a common denominator. The implicit equation
l(x,y) of the rational curve ret) is a smallest degree polynomial in x and
y satisfying l(x(t),y(t)) O. It is Wlique up to a multiplicative constant.
If ret) has degree m, then so does f(x,y).
As with parametric curves, a parametric surface

=

pes, t) = (x(s, t),y(s, t),=(s, t»
can be improperly parameterized if there are nonlinear polynomials u( s, t)
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and v(s, t) such that

P(s, t) = (z"( u( s, t), v(s, t)), y"(u(s, t), v(s, t)), z"( u( s, t), v(s, t)))
In that case, there is a many-ta-one correspondence between the parameter values and the surface points. P(s, t) is properly parameterized if this
correspondence is one-to-one except, possibly, on a one dimensional set of
points. We also assume that all parametric surfaces are properly parameterized. For a parametric surface described by rational functions of degree
m , there always exists an irreducible implicit equation f(x, y, z) = 0 satisfying f(x(s, t), Yes, t), z(s, t)
0, and f is unique within a constant factor.
l.\,Ioreover, f has degree at most m 2 •
A point p = (x, y) is regular on a plane cur..-e I( x, y) = 0 if the gradient
of fat p is not nullj otherwise the point is .singular. Likewise, p = (x, y, z)
is regular on I(x, y, z) = 0 if the gradient of f is not null at p, otherwise p
is singular.

=

3

Local Implicit Approximation of Parametric Plane Curves

Let

~
p(t) q(t)
r(t) = (z(.),y(t)) = (-«)'
-«))
u· 't" u; 't"

be a rational parametric plane curve of degree m containing the odgin,
where
m

p{t) = La,t',

m

q(t) =

i=l

Lb;t',

m

w( t) =

L

c,t'

;=0

i=l

with am and bm not both zero and Co =F O. There ah....ays e),,-l.sts an irreducible polynomial fm(x,y) = 0 of degree m representing r(t), provided
ret) is properly parameterized. The polynomial fm(x,y) can be found by
eliminating" t from the equations

z

wW -

p( t) = 0,

yw(t)-q(t)=O

\Ve look for an implicit form of degree n that approximates the cunre r( t)
locally at the origin and has degree n < m.
4

Montaudouin et al. [111 proposed a local explicit approximation to r( t)
at the origin, of the form

y = hex)
Asswning that ret) is integral, i.e. wet) = 1, and that dx/dt #- 0 at the
origin, a computation is described for deriving h( x) of degree n. The order
of contact is q, when
"m

yet) - h(x(t)) = Ld;t;
i>q

and is, in general, at most the degree of h.
vVe propose a local implicit approximation to r( t) of the form

g(x,y) =0
with 9 having degree n < m. \Ve will see that this method works both
for integral and rational parametric ClLrVes, that it achieves higher order of
contact at the origin, and that it has better global behavior.

3.1

Derivation of the Local Implicit Approximation

Let gn(x: y) = I:i~~=l e;jx:yj = a be a cie~ee n implicit Cl.!..,;.-..e cO!ltai"';j1g
tne origin. \V~ wisi:{ to dete=-,,",ine the coe:5ciects t;;. Si.!:J.ce gn(=, y) = 0 a.:ld
"'{g:l.(x, y) = a, "'[ .,:. 0, are the same c1.!.......·e , we ca!l choose one of the e;; as 1
and have to determine (n 2 -;- 3n - 2)/2 additional coefficient values. Thus
g"(x,y) = 0 has degree of freedom I'(n) = (n' + 3n - 2)/2. Let C"(x,y,z)
be the homogeneous form of gn(x,y). \Ve set

"( p(t) g(t)) = C"(P(t), get), wet)) = L:~:' a~t;
9 wet)' wet)
(w(t))"
L:~:a.B;t;
The ai are linear combinations of the eo;. 'Ve require that at least the first
I'(n) powers oft vanish in C"(p(t),g(t),w(t)), from which, in principle, we
can determine the values for eij' To do so, we explain first how to find the
linear system entailed by the ai, and then show how to solve for the €i;.

5

3.1.1

Let

Computing

ai

",-1 denote the coefficient of t; in Gn-l(p(t), q(t), wet)). Then
m(n-l)

I;

'" = co'ffici,nt of t' in (w(t)

"r't; +

;=1

I;

,,,(p(t))k(q(t))')

k+l=n

Setting
km

m

(p(t))' = (I;a;t;)k = I;(a(k)),t'
;=1

i=k

and similarly,
m

(q(t))' =

(I; bit')' =

;=;

i=l

we obtain that

,

'" =

I; "r 'C'_; + I; I;
;=1

•
1!l

1m

I;(b(l));t'

'kl(a(k)),(b(l)),

k+l=np-tq=i

..
1
1
b
partIcUlar,
eli = CI0a • ..... Cal ,.
For all irlte;:'"al parametric cur-.'e rei), the
I

ai

specialize to

1<i<n - 1
=
o:i- -;- L.c7!=n 2:p-;-,,=; ei.!(a(k)),,(b(l))q n S i < (n -. l)m
{
L-;-I~n I:,-;-,=; ,,,(a(k)),(b(l)),
(n - l)m < , ::; nm
a~-l

a:i

1

Note that (a(k + 1)), can be computed, assuming the (a(k))" (a(k)h+l'
... ,(a(k ))i-l are kno.....-n, see [II). (b( 1)); are computed analogou..sly.
3.1.2

Computing the Local Implicit Approximation of Curves

vVe now show that the coefficient matrix of the linear system entailed b~'
the a:i has rank at least epC n), and that there are nontrivial solutions to
it. To this end, we consider initial segments of the exact implicit form
fm(x , y) of r(i). Note, hm,,·ever, that an algoritlunic determination of these
initial segments achiev~ a lower order contact than that obtained by other
implicit forms of equal degree.
Let ri be the coefficient vector of a:i 1 i = 1,2, ... , nm 1 such that ri·en =
ai, where en = (el0, eOl, e20,eUl e02, ... I enO, e{n_l) 1,···, el (n-l), eon)T. Let
6

A mn be defined as (rl,rZ, ... ,rnm)T. Hence Amne n = (ar,a2, ... ,a:~rlJT
and A mn is of dimension nm by ep(n) + 1. Furthermore, the maximum rank
of A mn is rt'(n) + 1 since m ~ nand nm ~ ry(n) + 1. Example 3.1 shO\...s
matrix A 32 s)'mbolically.
Example 3.1:

For m = 3 and n = 2, A 32 is

alCO
alCl +a~co
alC2 QZCI
QSCo
aleS + a2c2 + aScI
aozcs QSC2
a3 cS

+

+

+

blco
blc! + b2cG
blC2 + b2Cl bsco
blCs + b2C2 + bSCl
b2cs + b3C2
bscs

+

0,

ar

2ala2
2ala3 + a~
2a2as
,

a,

0
alb l
a l b2 + a2 bl
a l b3 + Q2b2 + G3bl
Q2bS + aab2
asb s

0
b'1
2b l boz
2b 1b3 + b~
2~bs

,

b'

D

VYnen computing the local implicit approximation gn(x, y) of r( t), if the
rank of A mn is at least ry(n) then we can select one coefficient of gn(x,y)
to be 1 and detennine the others bv requiring ai, = ai, = ... = ai
=
"en)
0, where the corresponding (rill ri2, ... 1r il'(n») are the first rp( n) linearly
independent row vectors from A mn •
Let fm(x,y) = 0 be the exact irreducible implicit form of ret) with
F"'(=,y,=) as its cOITespond~g homogeneol!S fO!"!!l, and let f\ n < Tn,
be the degree n initial seg::o.ent of fm with its cO:7e5ponc;"'g hO!:log~~c.s
form Fr::(x 1 V, =), that is, fm(x, y) = fr,(x , y)..:, iemw with degree> n ..-USo:
let I:?~ b;i; = P(P( i), q(i), w(i)) and b mn ' " (h" h" ... ,bmn)T.
Lemma 3.1 With notationJ defined above} we have
1. fn(x,y) iJ the zero polynomial if and onlyijbmn=O.
£. if fn(x,y) iJ a nonzero po"lynomial then hI = b:! = ...
b mn =f:. O.

= bn = 0

and

Proo!" part 1: "=}" trivial.
"{:::" Suppose pn(x,y) is a nonzero pol:rnomial, since b mn = 0,

r(p(i), q(i), w(i)) = 0 =

(w(i))"r(~i:~, ~i~)

for all i and then j"(p(i)/w(t), q(i)/w(i)) = 0, for all i with possibly finitely
many exceptions, where w( t) = O. Thus fn(x, y) with n < m also represents
ret) which contradicts the irreducibility of fm(x,y).
7

part 2: Since fm(x,.y) = 0 is the implicit fOlm of ret),

r( pet) q(t» = 0
wet)' wet)
for all t except finitely many t where w( t) = O. Thus

Fm(p(t), q(t), wet»~ = (w(t»m r(~~~, ~~~) = 0
for all t. From

F'(p(t), q(t), w(t»

+

m

L

ei;(p(t»i(q(t»;(w(t»m-i-; = 0

i ... j=n"'l

for every t, we have
nm

Lbit i = ;=1

n.m

m

ei;(p(t»i(q(t»;(w(t»)rn-i-; = L

L
i+j=r.+l

b;t i

i=n+l

for every t. By comparison, we have b1 = b2 = ... = bn = O. The rest of
part 2: follows from part 1. 0
As :a.u irlltial seg:;::J.e'llt of jm(=:: y), r'( x: y) could be either a zero polrno:::::cia! or" a :LO:lZe:ro polrIlo8.i.cl mth. zero a!:" nO!lzero bmn vector'S :respectively.
1£ 5."" is bo'w'll befo!"eh.a::ld, the coe5cie::::!.t Yector' en of fn(x J y) is uniquel)"
ciete:r:r:rined by Amn.en = 5m" which is an overdetermined linear system.
Note that, for a fixed n , the elements of the matrix A mn depend only on
the coefficients of p( t), q( t), and w( t). The following results characterize
the rank of A mn •
Lemma 3.2 If ret) i3 a properly parameterized rational parametric plane
curve with irreducible implicit form fm(x, y) = 0 then for n < m, we have

rank(A rn ,) = <pen) + 1
Proof" Suppose, knmving b mn , we want to determine the coefficients of
fn(x, y) by solving the overdetennined linear system Amne n = b mn , where
en is the coefficient vector of the general degree n polynomial.
If b mn = 0 then Amne n = 0 is a homogeneous system. If rank(A mn ) <
'P(n) + 1, there will be infinitely many nontrivial solutions as well as the
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trivial solution for this linear system. This cannot be true by Lemma 3.l.
Thus rank(A mn ) = »(n) + 1 if b mn = O.
If bmn ¥- a then A!71nen = b mn is a consistent non-homogeneous system
since there is always a solution, that is the coefficient of fn(x,y). Suppose
rank(A mn ) < Ip(n) + I, this system will have infinitely many solutions.
Let e~ be one of the infinitely many solutions and e~ #- e n, where en is
the coefficient vector of fn(x,y). Let also hn(x,y) be the corresponding
polynomial of e~ and
hm(x,y)

= hn(x,y) + le7"77l..! of fm(x,y) wilh degree> n

Let Hm(x, Y, z) and Hn(x, y, z) be the homogeneous polynomials of hm(x , y)
and hn(=, y) respecti....ely. Since Am.. e n = A:nr.e~ = bmnl

H"(p( I), q( I), w( I)) = F"(p( I), q( I), w( I))
fo!' every t, and

~hus

H:"(p( I), q( I), w( I)) = r(p( I), q( I), u·( I)) = 0
for all t. "\Ye tbe:::. haye

')

,,)
,,) (.)
q" )_hm(P'.' q,t.)_O
w(i)' w(i) u'(I)' w(l) -

pC
-m(~

!

all but finitely many t. Hence fm(x,y) and h!71(x , y) represent the
same algebraic cuP/e. Since fn(x,y) ;! hn(x,y), f!71(x,y) and hm(x,y)
differ by more than a constant factor which contradicts that the equation
of an irreducible curve is unique to within a constant factor. Therefore
rank(A mn ) must be cp(n) + 1 if fiTTon " O. 0

:Lor

Lemma 3.3 If r(t) is a. properly pa.rameterized rational parametric plane
curve with irreducible implicit form fmc x, y) = 0 then for n = m, we ha.ve

rank(A mm ) = »(m)
Proof: If n = m, r(p(l)fw(I), q(l)fw(t)) = 0 for all I except finitely many
I where w(l) = 0, and then pm(p(I), q(I),w(I)) = 0 for all I, we thus have
A mm em = a which is an overdetermined linear homogeneous system. Since
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we will have only trivial solution if rank(A mm ) = cp(m) + 1, rank(A mm )
must be less than or equal to rp(m).
Suppose r = rank(A mm ) < rp(m), then the solution space of the overdetermined homogeneous system has as basis p = <p( m) + 1 - r linearly independent vectors and every solution of this system is the linear combination of these p solutions. Now suppose that r < cp(m), then the system
has a solution space spanned by p > 2 linearly independent vectors, say
e~,e~,···,e~. Let ft(x,y) be the corresponding pol:rnomial with coefficient vector e~ and Ft(x,y,z) be the homogeneous form of fr(x,y),
i = 1,2, .. . ,p. Since

F,m(p(t), q(I), w(I» = 0 = (w( I»m II"( p«(I», q((I»)
wt wt
for all I, 1 < i ~ p, we have l,m(p(t)/w(I),q(I)/w(I» = 0 for all I
finitely many exceptions where w( t) = 0, 1 < i < p. Thus the
ducible curve r"(x,V) = 0 can be represented by ft(x,y),i = 1:2 ,
which are not different within only a constant factor because e~, e~,
are linearly independent. By the above arguments, we can conclude

with
irre,p:

: e~
that

ronk(A mm ) = I"(m). 0
By assigni... g one ..-a....--iable to be 1, the :J.oD.trivial solutiOil or _.i_rnr.:.e17". == 0
by Le""'''''''a 3.3: a::!.d it is the coe::5.cie:lt Ye:tor of tne e:.:act
;"""?licitization or I( t). T!:J.e pre.. -ious L~:m:r:.as CaD. be Slli71!'1a :zed as follo~:

:.s g-<la..c..I:l.'teed

Theorem 3.4 Ij r( t) i.s a properly parc.meten=ed raiional pa.ameiric plane
curve of degree m then

rank(A

mn

-;- 1 ifn < m
) _. {,,(n)
T
-

I"(n)

ifn =m

As the result of Theorem 3.4, we compute the degree n local implicit approximation for rational parametric plane curves defined by rational functions of degree m as follows: \Ve suppose the origin is nonsingular. Let
Of. = 0 be either elO - 1 = 0 or eOI - 1 = 0, depending on yeO) ::f:. 0 or
x(O) ::f:. O. Let r be the coefficient vector of a = 0 with respect to en, and
consider the linear system Bmne n = b mn , where B rnn = (r,rl, ... ,rmn)T,
and brnn = (1,0"", ol· Let B~nen = b~n be the subsystem which consists of the first i +1 equations of Bmne n = b mn . The coefficients of gn(x, y)

10

can then be solved by

B~nen = b~n
where k > rp( n) is the smallest integer such that B~n is of rank rp( n) + 1
and B~nen = b~n is a consistent system. This computation may result in
a l-th order of contact at the origin, where 1 ~ k ~ ep(n), since a:k+1'···J
may all vanish on the solution so derived, i.e. the solution actually satisfies
B~nen = b~n·
Next, we show that the gn(x,y) of r(t) at nonsingular point (0;0) is
irreducible if it is computed by the consistent system B~nen = b:;'n' Note
that the local implicit approximations so deri.. . ed haye the same linear terms
if Q:' = a in the s:rstems B~nen = b~n are the same.

err

Lemma 3.5 Let l(n) be the order of coniact made by the degree n local
implicit approximaiion gn(x I y). If gn( X I y) and gr.-1(X I y) of r( t) c.t non,singular point (0, 0) are computed by augmenting the same a: = 0 to the
,system) where a: = 0 i8 either ClO - 1 = a or COl - 1 = 0) then we have
I(n -1) < lin).

Proof: Let g'(x, y) = Hg"(x, y) + g"-l(X, y)). Suppose lin - 1) 2: lin), the
gn(=IY) so de=ned has the followingfou:: properties: (1) gn is or de~ee n.
(2) r : gr.. (3) g:'l has the s~e J.ir:lear te!:J1S as g1l since gn a..r:.d gn-1 h,e
the ide!:i:tic:alu:::lear te..~. (4) gO': has tp.e oree:- of contact la!'ger tha::J. or
equal to len) si:lce len -1) ~ len) is assumed. From properties I, 3, a!ld 4,
the coefficients of gn satisfy the linear system that is used to compute the
coefficients of gn j but property 2 contradicts the uniqueness of solution of
a nonsingular linear system. Thus lin -1) < lin). 0
Lemma 3.6 With lin) defined in Lemma 3.5, lin')

< lin), for n' < n.

Proof: Since reO) is not singular, augmenting 1Nith the same a = a cannot
give rise to inconsistencies. Hence, by induction and Lemma 3.5, len) is
strictly monotone. 0

Lemma 3.7 At the non8ingular point (0, 0), the degree n local implicit approximation gn(x, y) o/the degree m > n properly parameterized parametric
curve r(t) = (x(t),y(t)) i, irreducible.

11

Proof: Suppose gn(x,y) is reducible, and gil = gkl, where n = k + land
k,l > O. Since gn contains linear tenus, one of the gk and l must have
k
k
. ,
a constant term. Let 9 (x,y) = Li+i=lPiix1yJ, where PIO and POI are not
both zero, and l(x,y) = L~+j=oq;ixiyi, where qoo :;f O. Let also that
g"(x(t),y(t)) = E,=~a,t", g'(x(t),y(t)) = E,=;13,t", and g'(x(t),y(t)) =
I:~olitn, where 10 = qoo· vVe thus have
mil

mk

ml

;=1

;=1

i=O

I: a,t' = (I: 13,t')(I: "t')
The coefficients of gn(x, y) are computed by sohring the nonsingular s;ystem
B~men = b~Il' for some k ;::: !pen). Moreover, l(n), the order of contact
of gn, is greater than or equal to k. Thus the coefficients of gn sati..:::fy
B%.':}e n = b~~. The B~';2en = b~~! can be represented in teI"II!S of Pi and
Ii as follows 1 assuming the first equation in the system is elO = qooPlo = I,

= 1
qoo13, = 0
qoo13, + 13", = 0
Qoo133 + 13", + 13n, = 0
qOOPIO

qoo:BI(r.) .., n
P/{r.)-171

" 0

--;- •.. -;- ,J;. 71(n)-1

= 0

which implies qooP1o = 1 and ,31 = ,32 = ... = ,3/(n) = O. Thus gio has ei-.:ne"
order of contact larger than or equa! to len) if len) < km, or g'(x(t), yet)) =
o for all t if len) > km. The first result contradicts Lemma 3.6, and the
second contradicts the irreducibility of the exact implicitization of ret).
Thus gn is irreducible. 0
There may be cases that B~n en = b~n is an inconsistent system in
which the augmented matrix [B~n' b~n] is of rank 'P(n) + 2, for instance
on computing gn of ret) = (t, t 9 ). If this happens, some equations should
be removed from the system to ensure the consistency, and the order of
contact is less than k.

3.2

Error Analysis

Let T(c, n) > 0 represent a bound on t for a given c such that for ItI < T
the orthogonal distance d(t, n) between point (x(t), y(t)) and the degree
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n approximation gn(x, y) = 0 of r( t) is less than e. The distance d( t p , n)
from a point P = (x" y,) = (x(t,), yet,)) on the CUIye ret) to the degree n
approximation gn(x, y) = 0 is the solution of a difficult nonlinear system. A
reasonable estimate of d(t p , n) would be the distance to the gn(x, y) = 0 in
a direction orthogonal to the level curve gn(x, y) = c, where c = gn(x p , yp),
denoted by a (t" n). Note that a (t, n) ~ d( t, n) since d(t, n) is the shortest
distance from the point to the curve. Let p' = (x~, y~) be the point on
gn(x,y) = 0 on which gn(x,y) = 0 intersects the line orthogonal to level
curve gn(x,y) = c at P, see Figure 3.1. The Taylor series on P' = (x~,Y~)
with respect to P is

gn(x~: Y~)

=

gn(x pJ Yp)

+ d (t p, n) . \l gn(x p, yp) + higher order terms

Taking the linear term, since gn(x~, Y~) = 0, a(t p , n) can be approximated
by a'(t"n) where

"(

a

)
t"n =

gn(x p , y,)

IIVgn(x"y,)11

gn( x( t,), y( t,))
[(g~(x(t,),Yet,)))' + (g;(x(t,), Yet,)))']'!'

Note that d'et, n) may be less than, greater than, or equal to d(t, n) alth01.!gh a:"" Ct, n) is alwe.ys greater or equal to d( t, n).
\Ye r:.a'·e fou.nd no method for computL."'!g T(e, n) analytically. .l::o~,eye:',
in p:radice we oilly I:!.eed a method of obtaining a reaso!l.2.bly gooc. est:~te
of T(e, n). Thus it is desirable to determine T'(e, n), for giyen e and n, such
that a'(t,n) ~ e for ItI < T'(e,n).
Since 2ab :::; a2 + b2 for any a and b, \ve have ~ :$ lal;lbI :::; Ja2~62,
so that
a'
) <'
)_
v'2g"(x(t),y(t))
(t,n _ d(t,n = Ig~(x(t),y(t))1 + Ig;(x(t),y(t))1
vVhe~ tracing r( t), we can detect the fust value of t such that
and d( t C:J.t, n) > e, where C:J.t is the step distance for t.

+

3,3

d( t, n) :::; e

Experiments

Below are several examples of both local explicit and implicit approximations.
Example 3.2 Four curve examples are shown below.
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r,(t) = (t' + t' - 2t' + 3t' + 12t, t' - t' + t' - 4t' - 2t' + 24t)
r,(t) = (3t' - 4t' - 8t' + 6t' + 3t, -3t' + 4t' + 5t' - 6t' - 8t' + 3t)
r,(t) = (3t' + t' - 2t' + 38t' - 5t' -14t, t' -12t' - 2t' + 2t' -7t' + 13t)
r,(t) = ((t' + 3t' - 6t'+ 4t' - 36t' + 36t)/w(t), (3t'+ t' - 2t' + 39t' - 69t' +
33t)/w(t)) , where wet) = 7t' + lOt' + 9t' + 6t' + 3t + 7.
The curves of r,(t), r,(t), r,(t) and r,(t) with t in [-1,1]' and their
local implicit approximations and local explicit apprm"';mation are shown
in Figures 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5. Note the good quality of local implicit approximation. Tables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, for Tt(i),T2(t) and T3(t) respectively,
list the y-values of a sequence of x-values to quantify how accurately the
low degree local implicit forms approximate the original curves. The corresponding ...-alues of local explicit forms are also listed for comparison. "\Ve
observe ti::Lc.t
(a) For local implicit approximation, d(t,n + k) < d(t,n) for t in [-1,1]
and k 2: 1. In addition, T(e,n) < T(e,n+ k) fo!' k ~ l.
(0) T(e,2) of local implicit approximation is greater than T(c,6) of local
e:-.:plicit approximation.
(c) Degree 2 and 3 local implicit approximations give very accurate approximations on a reasonable range of t.
(d.) Degree 5 local ;""'plicit app:ro:ciI:2atio!l. approximates the origi..nal curve
ve:-y precisely at 1e2.S~ for -1 :5 t :5 1. n
Example 3.3 Local implicit approximations can be derived at singulerities, including c~ps, where local e;..,--plicit approximation fails. Let r5(t) =
(5t 3 + 2t 2 ,t4 - 3t3 + 2t 2 ) with the implicit fonn f4(X,y) = -x 4 +55x 3 +
683x 2 y + 1325xy 2 + 625 y 3 - 336x 2 + 672xy - 336 y 2. The origin is a cusp
of r( t) with tangent x - y = O. The degree 2 local implicit approximation is a double line (x - y)2, which is the best degree 2 approx.ima~
tion one can derive at cusp. The degree 3 local implicit approximation is
x' - 2xy+y' - 0.16259766x' - 2.0356445x'y - 3.940918xy' - 1.8608398y'
whichshov,.-s very nice approximation to the ret) with t in [-1,1], see Figure
3.6. Figure 3.7 shows the degree 3 and degree 4 local implicit approximations of r,(t) = ((5t' -16t' + lOt' + 4t')/w(t), (t' + t' + 2t3 -16t')/w(t)),
where wet) = 0.lt 3+O.lt 2-2t+12.5. The r6(t) is a singular curve with origin
as a cusp and a self-intersection point. The degree 4 local implicit approximation shows remarkable perfonnance. Note that the degree i, i > I, local
implicit approximation of r7(t) = (t 2, t 5), wHh implicit form x 5 - y2 = 0, is
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the tangent line of r,( t) at the origin. D

3.4

Discussion

A good local approximation of a curve would be the one that will show
more accurate local approximation and larger T(e,n) for a given e when n,
the degree of approximation, increases. The local implicit approximation
gn(x, y) = 0, n < m, of r( t) is determined by cp( n) linear conditions imposed
on its coefficients, where yen) is the degree of freedom of gn(x,y). Thus,
when n increases, the raised degree of freedom requires more conditions
to be satisfied in order to detennine the coefficients of gn(x, y) and finally
determines the exact implicitization when n = m. Hence local implicit
approximation is capable of approxir:u.a.ting a given curve not only locally
but also globally in the sense that T(.;:, n), for a given 1;, will be larger
whe!l n increases. On the other hand, a local explicit approximation is
limited because of the Iilve:LSe Function Theorem. That is, an e:\.-plicit foun
approximates the given curve only locally Ior Ixl < R, where R is its radius
of convergence, and it diverges for Ixl 2:: R.
\\.nen computing an e:\.-plicit approximation y = hex) directl:: from the
Clli,'e r'(t)~ ~-e :6....-st cm:lpu;;e the de~ee n powe: sa:cies t = I:~-1 d,=.i fro!!!.
::: = x(i), 2.!!.Q the!:!. s<.:.bsti~ute it for t ;n y = yet). As a !'esult, On!~7 the fi.....-st
n coe'='cie:::li:s oi he::;) are ~.2.ct a..:J.d "he re--'?;"';""g coe":::;cie.::2ts ootGed m
the computation should be ciisca:-a.ed_ Morem.-er, substi"utii::!.,£ t = L;;"'1 d,=i
for tiny = y( t) is not a cheap computation., especially for high degree local
explicit approximations. Hence, the computation of a local explicit approximations of a parametric curve directly from r( t) is more costly than from
the implicit form. In general, the computation of local implicit approximation im··olves generating the ai and solving the linear system, which is
fairly efficient for low-degree approximation.
The local explicit approximation y = hex) = l:i=l eix; of ret) is an
analytic function which is never singular at the origin and hence it can only
describe a regular branch at the origin. Since for r( t) we have separated the
branches through the parameterization, and in the implicit fonn fm(x , y)
we have not, the local explicit approximation of fm(x , y) does not exist at
any singularity and the computation of the local explicit approximation of
ret) fails only at singularities of an individual branch, i.e. at cusps and flat
points. In contrast, the local implicit approximation always exists.
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4

Local Implicit Approximation of Parametric Surfaces

A rational parametric surfaces can be defined by rational polynomials in
two parameters. Let

pes, t) q(s, t) res, t)
P(s,t)=(z(s,t),y(s,t),z(s,t»=( ( )' ( )' ( »
W

s,t

1L'S ,

t

W

s,t

be a rational parametric surface of degree m containing the origin, where
m

pes, t) = L

m

q(s, t) =

aijS;t;,

i+;=1
m

r(s, i) =

L:

L

b;js;t j ,

i+j",,1
m

C;jSi t i ,

w(s, t) =

L

d;js;t;

i+;=1
i+;=O
with aii, bij, Cij, i + j = m, not all zeros and doo / O. It has been sho';\-n
by Sederberg [16] that:a parametric sunace defined as the above forms has
an irreducible implicit forms fd(x, y, z) = of degree d < m 2 in X, y and;;.
The implicit for:I!.5 can be fOU!ld by eliroinating oS and t from

a

z-z(s,,)=O,

y-y(s,i)=O,

• - .(s, t) = 0

Eoweve:-, the e1;'!'T'l:-ation is co:r::putatio~~' e:-qe!!5h-e a:::l.C ~y yield extraneous fa.ctors. It is thus desi..--able to have a local implicit appro:>..-imation
that approximates the parametric surface patch locally and has degree much
smaller than d.
Montaudouin et al. [11] proposed a local explicit approximation for
integral parametric surfaces pes, t), i.e. w(s, t) = 1, by using the Im"erse
Function theorem, and obtaining z = Z(S(X,y)~t(X,y)) = 1:7+1=1 '1iix'yj.
Formulae for computing sex, y) and t(x, y) were given that involve solving a
series of two by two linear systems. Note that, on computing the coefficients
of degree n local explicit approximation directly from pes, t) as above, the
resulting '1ij are exact only for 1 < i + j < n, the remaining '1ij should be
discarded. The quality of this approximation can be judged by substituting
xes, t), Yes, t) and z(s, t) for X, y and z respectively in
nm

n

f(z(s,t),y(s,t),.(s,t) =z(s,t)-

L
i+i=1
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')';j(z(s,t));(y(s,t))i =

L

i+i=n+l

O;jS't'

which is generally a n-th order of contact.
\Ve propose a local implicit approximation of P(S, t) of the form

g(x,y,z)=O
with 9 having degree n < m. This method wo!ks both for integral and
rational parametric surfaces.

4.1

Derivation of the Local Implicit Approximation

Let gn(x,y,z) = Li+i+k=l eiikxiyizk, n < m , be a general implicit form of
degreen sunacethat passes (0,0,0). gn(x,y,z) has p'(n) =«n+l)(n+
2)(n -+- 3) - 6)/6 te~ with one coefficie::J..t fa! each te=-m. Thus gn(x,y:z)
has pen) = p'(n) -1 degrees of freedom since gn(x , Y, z) = 0 is unique up
to a constant fator. Hence the coefficients of gn(x , Y, z) can be determined
by pen) independent linear conditions imposed on its coefficients.
\Vhen substituting xes, t), Yes, t) and Z(S, t) into gn(x , Y, z), we have

n(.« ) ( ) ~( ))= Gn(p(s,t),q(s,t),r(s,t),w(s,t)) = 2::i~=,"'r;sitj
9 - .,t ,ys,t ,- s,t
«... • t
)) n .
)'nm
B..<:,.I.J
..
...... "'l
.....,.+i=O. IJ~
"
C""(- t!.'1 is ..~-~
"", nOI:lc"''''''''eous
~o"""'" A.;
nr:.(_-:;;r:l' .,.,) I a::J.a c:~.
... : y :-:)
=-.1..1._
~:t
:J -;" a
fuJ.ea:- polY!lomial of e;jn:l 1 i -7- j +k n. The local i.:::!l.?lici;;; appro::ci.!:n.atio!l
gr.(x , Y, z) of pa=a::::::l.etric su:iace P( s, t) is computed as in the case of ClL~'e
appro),,-1:ma.tio!l. The following section shows the recursive way for deriying
n
a;i'

""'---

v..:;,"'-..

s:

4.1.1

Computino-

Let aiiThen

1

o

s:

a':"·
"

be the coefficient of sit; m Gn-l(p(S,t),q(S,t),T(S,t),w(s,t)).

ai; = coefficient of sit; in
m(n-I}

(w(s, t)

:L

i+j=l

",:r's;t;

+

:L

Ok,k'k,(P(S, t))k' (q(s, t))k'(r(s, t))k,)

k l +k 2+k J =n.
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By setting (p(s, t))k = (I::~j=l ajjs;tjl = 2:f+i=k(a(k))ijs it j and similarly
for (q(s, t))' = I:7+i=.(b(k))iisiti and (r(s, t))' = I:7+i=.(c(k))'isiti we have
;

aij -

j

L: L

aG/,ld(i_II)(j_I~)

II =11:l=1

+

2::

2::

e.,.,.,(a(k , ))""(b(k,))""(c(k3 )),,,,

kl+k~+k~=n Pl-!-P2+p~=i

ql +q2+q~=j

and in the base case, a:~j = el00aij + eOlob,j + eOOlcij.
For an integral parametric surface P( s, t), since (a( k ))'i = 0, (b( k))ii = 0
and (c(k))ij = 0 for i + j < k and
= 0 for i + j > (n -1)m, we have for
1 <i + j < n -1,
n
n-l
Q;'j = ajj

at

for n

< i + j < (n -1)m,

"'i = "'i-

1

+

2::

2::

J: 1 +J:~+ka=n PI";'p~+P3=i

e.,.,.,(a(k , ))""(b(k,))""(c(k3 )),,,,

ql";'q~+q~=j

fo~

(n -1)m < i + j

~

nm,

(a(k))'i' (b(k))ii and (c(k))'i can be computed recursively as shown in [lli.
4.1.2

Computing the Local Implicit Approximation of Surfaces

\Ve define matrix A mn to be the coefficient matrix of (aro, a~l' 0:2'0' o:rll 0: 02 ,
... , a:(nm)o' a(nm_l)l" ", a~(nm_l)l O:~(nm))T with respect to the vector ofyariabIes en = (el00' e010, eOO1, e200, eno, e101, e020, eon, eOO'l, ... ,eoon)T. Hence
A mn is of dimension «nm + 1)(nm + 2))(2 - 1 by pen) + 1, and

As in the curve case, the rank of A mn is critical for solving for the unknown
coefficients of the local implicit approximation gn(x, y, z). The following
theorem characterizes the rank of A mn .

IS

Theorem 4.1 If pes, t) i3 a properly parameterized degree m ra.tiona.l parametric 3urface with irreducible implicit form fd( x, y, z) = OJ d = m 2 J then

rank(A
mn

) _ { pen) + 1 ifn < d
pen)
ifn= d

Proof: Similar to proofs of Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3. 0
As a result of Theorem 4.1, it is clear that the exact implicitization
of pes, t) is the solution of Amme m = 0, with one ,c.riable fixed. 'Vhen
computing gn(x, y, z) at nonsingular point (0, 0), let Bmne n = b mn denote
the system of linear equations a = 0, aro = a, 01~1 = 0, 01 20 = 0, O1rl = 0,
0: 02 = a, ... , a:(nm)O = a, a:(nm_l)l = 0, ... , a:r(nm_l) = 0, a:~(nm) = 0, where
a: = 0 is ClOO - 1 = a, eOlO = 0, or COOl - 1 = a depending on the gr-adient
of the swface at the origin. Let B~nen = b~n be the subsystem that
consists of the first i -+- 1 equations of Bmne n = b mn . Now the coefficients
of grt.(x,y,z) are the solution of

where k ~ pen) is the smallest integer such that B~n is of rank pen) +- 1
, .IS consIStent..
' . B'mnen = b'mr. may be 'mcoUSls;;en
.. t'~··
anc! B 'mr.en = .
D mn
. l.Z tl:!.1S
hs.P?~J some equatim::'s !!lust be re::::loyed from B~r.er. = b;r. to e~u=e
the cO:i1Siste:u.cy.
One alternati.....e of handling the inconsistencies is that we replace Q' = a
in Bmnen = b mn with enoo -1 = a, eono = 0, or COOn - 1 = a and then solve
it as usual. Experiments show that gn(x, y, z) computed by this method
can be of the form. (ax + by + cz)n for some a, b, c, i.e. it degenerates to the
tangent plane. To remove the degeneracy, we do the following:
1. Solve for gl(X,y1Z), and compute

I:

{3;jS;t j = (g'(x(s,t),y(s,t),z(s,t)))n

i+j=n
2. Consider B~nen = b~n' where k ~ pen) is the smallest integer such
that B~. is ofrank p( n).
3. Find a f3jj which is nonzero and augment the corresponding a:ij =
to the system B~nen = b~n, then solve it.
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This computation of the local implicit approximation results in an approximately n 3/ 2 _th order of contact, which is not as high as that of curve
case.

Example 4.1
Consider P( s, i) = (x( s, i)(w( s, i), y( s, i)(w(s, i), z( s, i)(w( s, t)) where

x(s, i)
y(s,i) z(s,i)
w(s,i)

-200i' + 12si + 400i - 200s' - lOs
15i' - 14si + 10i - Us' + 400s
200t 2 + lIst - t + 2005 2 + 2s
100i' - 2001 + 100s' + 200

\Ve compute degree 2 and degree 3 local implicit apprm..;. 'mations

y'(x,y,z) =
-108.44294z' -10.264638yz -13.162097xz + 381.19047z
- 95.092836 y 2 - 5.241114xy -1.8809524y - 94.85476x 2 + X
and

l(x, y, x) =
2.30l2125z:5 -7- 5.15125y=2 - 46.690S1z=2 - 103.818164=2
- 1.1158845 y 'l z

+- 15.62259Sxyz + 4.51S0S4yz

+ 1.267575x'z + 180.40466xz + 381.19047z - 3.6884814y 3
- 48.00386xy' - 95.165S9y' + 5.5613696x'y - 6.1573525xy
- 1.SS09524y - 44.977395x 3

-

94.34699x'

+x

Note that the normal of r(x,y,z), the exact implicit form of P(s,t),
at the origin is ahnost parallel to z~axis. Thus, to show the performance
of the local implicit approximation, we intersect cylinder h(x,y,z) = x 2 +
y2 _ r 2 = 0 \,...ith surfaces f 4,l, and g3, and plot the intersection curves
of f4 = 0 n h = 0,93 = 0 n h = 0, and 9 2 =
n h = in one figure.
Figures 4.1(a) and 4.1(b), for r = 0.25,0.5,0.75,1.00,1.25,1.50, and 1.75,
show the intersection curves in cylindrical coordinates. Table 4.1 lists the
maximal deviations between the intersection curves f4 = n h = and
g3 = 0 n h = 0, and
= 0 n h = 0 and g' = 0 n h = O. 0

°

°

°

r
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4.2

Computing Surfaces Intersection

V,,"e apply the local implicit approximation as £0110\""5 to surface intersection.
Using subdivision, we locate an initial point on each segment of the intersection curve. Once the initial point is found, local implicit approximation can
be used to obtain local approximations to the intersection curve at curve
points either for stepping in the curve tracing or for constructing a piece·
wise algebraic curve approximation of the intersection curve. Let PI(s, t) =
(x,(s, t), y,(s, t), z,(s, t)) and P,(u, v) = (x,(u, v),y,(u, v), z,(u, v)) be two
given parametric surfaces that both contain point p. Substituting x:2(u,v),
Y2( U , v) and Z:2( U , v) into the local implicit approximation of PI at point
p ~yields Q( U , v) = 0, which locally approximates the intersection curve
at point p. Instead or tracir..g intersection space cu.........·e, "we trace along
Q( U , to) = 0 from point P U!l.til the deyiation between point computed and
the inter-section curve exceed::; a pre-specified tolerance. The same proceciUl'e proceeds until the end of intersection curve is reached. Thus a sequence
or low-degree algebraic plane cu..........-e segments ...v hich approximate the intersection space curve can be computed while tracing the intersection curve.
Furthermore, each algebraic plane cu.........·e segment can be approximated by
a piecewise CO ra~ional p.e..:-omet~c a.pproximation: see [18].
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